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Address Sinoy Enterprise Limited 
36, Cuobuling San Road 
266034 Qingdao

Country China (People´s Republic)

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Our main product series consist of high-quality double coated silver mirror glass and aluminum mirror glass and copper-free environmental friendly
mirrors with thickness from 1.1mm to 8.0mm, which are available in numerous specifications with annual supplying capacity of 4,000,000 square
meters.

Our glass mirror include the large mirror sheet, raw mirror stock sheet such as silver mirror and aluminum mirror, colored mirror of bronze mirror, grey
mirror, black mirror, green mirror, blue mirror, golden mirror, etc. Processed mirrors with bevel, beveled mirrors, safety mirrors with vinyl back (CAT I or
CAT II backed mirrors), Mirrors with edge working of Round edge (also named as C -edge, pencil edge), flat edge, beveled edge etc., mirror tiles,
mosaic mirror, rectangular mirror, shaped mirror, mirror circles, oval mirror, round mirror, framed mirrors, wall mirrors, drilled mirrors, carved beauty
mirrors, etched mirrors, U or V shaped groove mirrors, grooved mirrors, dressing mirrors, make-up mirrors, palm mirrors, handcrafted mirrors, art
mirrors, bathroom mirrors, furniture mirrors and any other cut size mirrors with irregular shapes are also available.

The maximum mirror sheet size of silver mirror is 96" x 144" (2,440mm x 3,660mm) and the maximum size of aluminum mirrors is 72" x 96" (1,830mm
x 2,440mm). All of our mirror sheets are with paper interleaved and packed by seaworthy strong wooden cases or crates.
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